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Dear Mpooper

Thank you for your letter of 19 July 2011 bringing to my attention the position of the
West Australian Football Commission (WAFC) on the announcement of a site for this
new stadium at Burswood. The State Government recognises the efforts of the
WAFC over the past 22 years to successfully secure the future of football in Western
Australia State trusts that the WAFC will continue to remain the strong custodian for
football into the future.

The announcement of Burswood as the preferred location for the new Perth Major
Stadium marks a significant milestone point for the project, with site selection and
development of a project definition plan being the initial focus of the Perth Major
Stadium Steering Committee (the Steering Committee). The work of the Steering
Committee over the next twelve months will consider matters concerning the facilities
and functionality of the new stadium and in this context I believe that the WAFC
would add significant value in helping framing the design and functional aspects of
the new stadium. I understand that initial discussions and meetings have occurred
with senior officers of the Department of Sport and Recreation (DSR) to discuss
various aspects of the new stadium project.

The Steering Committee, as part of the project start -up has identified a number of
working groups and one key group will be a stadium design working group. I

understand that this group will be formalised over the coming months. I would urge
you to continue to liaise with DSR as to the best representation of WAFC's interests
in this project.

I appreciate that the AFL has an urgent desire to establish an agreement with the
State to secure the governance and management arrangements for the new stadium
at Burswood. However, I have advised the Steering Committee that their primary
focus should be on completing the site selection and project planning phase of the
project. I have directed that the Steering Committee refer all other matters not
directly related to this initial brief to DSR.
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Given the potential investment of $700million towards a new stadium at Burswood, it
is important to weigh the future sustainability of the stadium and viability of stadium
users on a comparable basis. The creation of economic value from the commercial
operations of the new stadium will be critical for the future success of not only the
primary sporting stakeholders, but the ongoing lifecycle costs of the stadium facility
itself. It follows that the ability of the stadium to secure independent funding streams
to provide for life cycle commitments will be a crucial consideration for my
government.

I have advised the Steering Committee that all matters associated with Subiaco Oval
will be addressed by the Hon Terry Waldron, Minister for Sport. In relation to the
matters you have raised regarding the retirement of outstanding WAFC debt and the
future use of Subiaco Oval, I have asked Minister Waldron's office to contact you to
set up a meeting to discuss this issue.

I look forward to a successful collaboration between the government, the WAFC and
the Perth Major Stadium stakeholder groups to ensure the ultimate success of a
quality stadium for all Western Australians.

Yours sincerely

CJ22r,__Q__
Colin Barnett MLA
PREMIER
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